Turnitin provides 4 types of comment that teachers can use in grading student's paper. These include "Drag and drop comments", "Rubric", "Inline comments" and "General comments".

In this video, you will learn how to use drag and drop comments in turnitin grademark function. Teachers can use turnitin grademark to grade and give comments to students online.

Click the turnitin assignment in Moodle course page.

Go to "Submission inbox" tab.

Teachers can click on the pencil icon to access the grademark interface for a submission.

Turnitin provides some quickmark comments which are commonly used by teachers.

Teachers can use drag and drop comments to add comments directly on the student's paper. After you open the student's originality report, go to GradeMark view. You can see some pre-define commonly use quickmark comments are on the right. Teachers can add the quickmark comment to the paper by dragging it to the left.

Teacher can add the custom comment by clicking "Comment" button and saved it. All these custom comments will apply to every paper and come with your personal account.

Teachers can also change the quickmark set according to different type of assignment by clicking on the quickmark set list icon.

If you want to delete some quickmark comments from your account, you can click "Quickmark manager" icon.

Select the comment you want to delete and click "Actions". Click "Other".

Select "Remove from this set".

The Quickmark comment is now deleted from my account.

Students can view the teacher's comments by clicking the pencil icon under grade column.